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FABRIC REQUIREMENTS

 

CM0376 Snow Fairy Frost 1/4 yard

DC4613 White
Gypsy Paisley
1 1/4 yards

DC4613 Pink
Gypsy Paisley 
1 1/4 yards

DC4615 Pink
Moonflower
1 1/2 yards

DC4610 Lime
Firefly

2/3 yard

Quilt designed by Ellen Maxwell
Skill Level : Beginner

Size: Approximately 39”W x 39”H       

Double Pinwheel Spin



 

Fabric Yardage Swatch

DC4613 Pink
Gypsy Paisley

 1 1/4 

yards

DC4613 White
Gypsy Paisley

1 1/4 

yards

DC4610 Lime
Firefly

2/3 yard

DC4615 Pink
Moonflower

1 1/2 

yards

CM0376 Snow

Fairy Frost
1/4 yard

Materials

Directions
 
Step One:
This step will use DC4613_Pink. First of all cut two strips - 5 1/2” x width 
of fabric for outer borders. Then open fabric flat and identify design re-
peat lengthwise - which is 12 1/2”. Cut a strip the width of the pattern 
repeat. Then cut a second strip exactly the same. Now look at the de-
sign repeat crosswise. Identify the design at the right side of your strip 
and find the same pattern as you travel left on the strip. Cut exactly to 
match the design edge. You should now have 4 design sections to line up 
exactly in a stack. Use pins to line the designs up exactly on your cutting 
mat. Finish up all cutting before you move the fabrics!!! Square up the 
ends and the top and bottom. Cut two 5 1/2” strips.
Cut into 5 1/2” squares. Cut on the diagonal once and these stacks of 
4 will be used in the double pinwheel block. Keep them in stacks until 
ready to sew.
REPEAT WITH DC4613_WHITE.

Step Two:
Cut nine 6” squares from DC4610_Lime. Then cut the squares on the 
diagonal twice. Repeat with solid white fabric.
See diagram for placement for double pinwheel blocks.

Step Three:
Sew double pinwheel blocks 3 across by 3 down - alternating pink back-
ground fabric and white background fabric. 9 blocks will
be used in this quilt.

Step Four:
Cut four strips 1 1/2” x width of fabric for inner border. Measure sides, 
cut to that dimension, and sew in place. Repeat for the top and the
bottom. Cut four strips 2” x width of fabric, sewing end to end for French 
Fold Binding.

Step Five:
Attach outer borders referring to quilt photo - 2 sides with layer quilt 
top, batting and backing - and quilt as desired.
Bind and enjoy the finished quilt!!

Disclaimers

This pattern is provided as a courtesy to quilt stores, catalogs, and quil-
ters.  Michael Miller Fabrics, LLC is not responsible for the accuracy of 
any kits packaged to accompany this pattern.  Please direct any inqui-
ries to the kit maker.
Yardage requirements for this pattern may allow for excess yardage to 
accommodate specific placement of motifs or to allow for any fussy-
cutting to achieve the finished quilt design.

While every attempt has been made to give accurate measurements, 
yardage requirements, and construction directions; this does not allow 
personal variations in measuring, cutting, and or sewing.  The enclosed 
directions were used in  the construction of the original quilt.

“Double Pinwheel Spin” 
Quilt by Ellen Maxwell

Size: Approximately 39”W x 39”H - Skill Level: Beginner


